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[Chorus x 2 - Sampled from 'Just You Wait' from My Fair
Lady]
Just you wait Henry Higgins, just you wait
You'll be sorry, but your tears'll be too late

Look, at first I was gonna let it slide
Cause I was thinkin son was crazy
Plus I respect my elders, and ain't dude like about 80?
And I felt bad, so when I heard, I was like whatever
Plus he ain't had a joint out, since the Jacksons were
together
Let him shine
So what he did a song like mine?
So what his whole first verse was like half of my first
line?
He good
I'd understand his pain
I mean, how would you feel if the only thing fans asked
you was
'What up with Kane?'
And we from the same hood, so it's plain to see
You'd go to crazy too if everybody thought you was
Craig G
Son I'd be fed [up]
If for the rest of my life I was known as
The other guy who did a song with Buckshot and
Special Ed
"What's your name again?'
Son, I dunno how you did it
If my hype man was better then me duke, I would be
like 'Forget it'
Face it, you don't want none of Boogs
I'm a walking disaster
And we can take it back for old mics
I will show you the master, mother...

[Chorus x 2]

I don't understand
Pa, you could've came to me
Duke, I'd've gave you 16
You ain't have to do the same song, about the same
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thing

What, you ain't hear?
Ask around son, what I write is tight
They call me CPR
Cause I can bring your career back to life
I'm sayin, I just do not understand
And I swear one of them lines said that 'I'm ghetto like
Boogie Man'
What, you thought we was a joke or somethin?
Nah, let me stop before his old ass crap out, have a
stro
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